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Book Review 

Overall this was a pretty lightweight book.  Pollard does have a gift for intellectualizing with 
grunge philosophers on the college scene, and therefore you’ll pick up some tips from him 
on how to think your way through some deep conversations with spiritual thinkers.   
 
Book Notes 

Chapter 1 
� Start doing prayer or evangelism and you will naturally start the other. 
� Be gracious (leave them hungry, don’t create opportunities) yet season it with salt 

(speak directly when God presents an opportunity). 
 

Chapter 2 
� Worldviews can formulate top-down by outside influences, or bottom up by 

personal questions. 
� Current culture is post-modern (experience over truth) and post-Christian (Christian 

roots/exposure are no longer prevalent). 
� Applicable point: post-modern generation does not comprehend absolutes. 

 
Chapter 3 

� Positive Deconstruction: Analyze & critique a persons worldview in bite size chunks 
to help them arrive at greater truth 
 

Chapter 4 
Positive Deconstruction Process: 

1. Identify the Worldview – Most do not have an outright label, but you can identify 
them by their professed beliefs. 

2. Analyze the Worldview – Does it Cohere (make sense and avoids self contradiction)?  
Is it actually seen in reality?  Is it usable?  With each question, affirm truths and 
identify errors. 
 

Chapter 5 
Example of Chapter 4 using “relativism.” 
 
Chapter 6 

� Success is not measured by conversion counts.  Success is measured by how many 
people made how many steps closure to conversion/discipleship. 

� Postmodern world want respond to facts, they respond to people alongside them 
raising questions. 
 
 
 
 



Chapter 7 
Fantastic conversation with a homosexual man arguing his lifestyle from a naturalist & 
utilitarian perspective.  Pollard shocked the young man with his willingness to affirm truth, 
yet in the end proposed holes in his arguments and the need for “God” to set things straight. 
 
Chapter 8 
The gospel leaves mysteries. 
 
Chapter 9 
Jesus and the apostles did not give us a “gospel presentation.”  They always disclosed 
salvation in different ways for each person.  We need to listen to the Spirit’s articulation and 
stopping delivering one package for all.  Pollard likes to include a brief “progress of 
redemption” that covers the whole Bible when he presents the gospel. 
 
Chapter 10 
Listen first; then tell stories.  Pollard believes stories appeals to postmoderns, therefore a 
brief survey of the Bible’s “progress of redemption” is in order. 
 
Chapter 15 

� Help people count the cost… do they real mean it?   
� Acts 2 has 2 do and 2 receives for salvation.  Do: repent and be baptized.  Receive: 

forgiveness and the Holy Spirit. 
� Saying a “sinner’s prayer” is good for providing solidarity in their decision. 
� Recommend books for new Christians: 

o Being a Christian – John Stott 
o Christ in You 
o Encouraging New Christians – Michael Griffiths 
o Quiet Times for Christian Growth - Kelly James Clark 

 
 


